
TOP SPECIALS

Best in Show/ Best Any Age  
in Show Ady Lovack Best Young Bird in Showw Tom & Andrew Luke

Best Opp. Sex Any Age in Show Geof Tuplin Best Opp. Sex Young Bird in Show Terheege Partnership

JUNIOR

Best Junior Any Age Sutton R Best Junior Young Bird Sutton R

2nd Best Junior Any Age Sutton R 2nd Best Junior Young Bird Sutton R

CHAMPION

Best Champion Any Age Luke T & A Best Champion Young Bird Luke T & A

2nd Best Champion Any Age Tuplin G 2nd Best Champion Young Bird Terheege Partnership

3rd Best Champion Any Age Watts P 3rd Best Champion Young Bird Luke T & A

4th Best Champion Young Bird Luke T & A

INTERMEDIATE

Best Intermediate Any Age Lovack A Best Intermediate Young Bird Lovack A

2nd Best Intermediate Any Age Marston R 2nd Best Intermediate Young Bird Lovack A

3rd Best Intermediate Any Age Lovack A 3rd Best Intermediate Young Bird Marston R

4th Best Intermediate Young Bird Marston R

NOVICE

Best Novice Any Age Hockey M Best Novice Young Bird Bannister M

2nd Best Novice Any Age Bannister M 2nd Best Novice Young Bird Hockey M

3rd Best Novice Any Age Bannister M 3rd Best Novice Young Bird Bannister M

4th Best Novice Young Bird Bannister M

BEGINNER

Best Beginner Any Age Olbison E Best Beginner Young Bird Olbison E

2nd Best Beginner Any Age Warrington S 2nd Best Beginner Young Bird Pringle G

3rd Best Beginner Any Age Warrington S 3rd Best Beginner Young Bird Pringle G

4th Best Beginner Young Bird Pringle G

GOLD CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
BUDGERIGAR SOCIETY SCOTCH CORNER EVENT

Brian Reese, England

Dave Wall, Wales

Robert Ellis, Scotland

Sammy Adams,  
Northern Ireland

Saturday, 28th April 2018 was the day of the Gold 

Championship Show run in conjunction with the Scotch 

Corner Event. The entry was a little disappointing with 

around 250 birds being entered but nevertheless the quality was 

high. Judges Sammy Adams, David Wall, Robert Ellis and Brian 

Reese awarded Best in Show to current World Champion Ady 

Lovack for his superb Club Show winning light green cock bird. 

Tom and Andrew Luke took the Best Young bird award with a 

lovely skyblue cock bird and Geoff Tuplin and the Terheege 

Partnership won Best Opposite Sex Any Age and Opposite Sex 

Young Bird respectively with a powerful cinnamon grey green hen 

and a super double factor spangle white hen.

Note - All Young Bird winners are 2017 rung.

Spring 

Event 2018

Photographs by Terry A Tuxford
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Colour Certificate Any Age Winner Young Bird Winner

Light Green A Lovack* A Lovack

Dark Factor Green Terheege Partners* Not Awarded

Sky Blue R Marston* T & A Luke

Dark Factor Blue T & A Luke* J Prothero

Normal Grey Green Findlay & Flavell* G Sutton

Normal Grey P Watts* T & A Luke

Opaline Green T & A Luke* Terheege Partners

Opaline Blue M Bannister* T & A Luke

Cinnamon Green G Tuplin* T & A Luke

Cinnamon Blue P Watts* T & A Luke

Opaline Cinnamon T & A Luke* Terheege Partners

Lutino S Warrington* M Hockey

Albino M Bannister* M Bannister

Yellow Wing G Pringle* G & J Al-Nasser

Whitewing G & J Al-Nasser* G & J Al-Nasser

Crested G & J Al-Nasser* Not Awarded

Spangle Green P Watts* J Prothero

Spangle Blue P Watts* Rogerson Brothers

D/F Spangle Clarke & Philips* Terheege Partners

Dominant Pied G Turner* T & A Luke

Recessive Pied J Prothero* J Prothero

Yellowface G Tuplin* G & J Al-Nasser

Rare G Pringle* G Pringle

Clearbody C Thorne* C Thorne

Any Other Colour T & A Luke* Clarke & Philips

Best Pair R M Simpson

Best Team Not Awarded

Colour Budgerigar M Roberts

Novice Certificate of Merit M Hockey M Bannister

Beginner Certificate of Merit E Olbison E Olbison

Junior Certificate of Merit R Sutton R Sutton

1 - Best In Show - Ady Lovack, Normal Light Green. 2 – Best 
Opposite Sex Any Age – Geoff Tuplin, Cinnamon Grey Green. 3 - Best 
Opposite Sex Young Bird – Terheege Partnership, Double Factor 
Spangle (Photo Adrian Terheege). 4 - Best 2017 Young Bird In Show 
– T & A Luke, Normal Skyblue. 5 - Some of the leading exhibits on 
show. 6 - Best Young Bird In Show winners Andrew and Tom Luke  
(T & A Luke) receives their award from BS President Peter 
Hutchinson. 7 - Rowan Sutton – Best Junior Bird In Show receives 
his award from BS President Peter Hutchinson. 8 - Best Opposite 
Sex Any Age winner Geoff Tuplin receives his award from BS 
President Peter Hutchinson. 9 - Best Opposite Sex Young Bird 
winner Adrian Terheege (Terheege Partnership) receives their award 
from BS President Peter Hutchinson. 10 - Best In Show Winner  
Ady Lovack receives his award from BS President Peter Hutchinson
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*Denotes Best Of Colour
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PHOTO GALLERY
BUDGERIGAR SOCIETY SCOTCH CORNER EVENT

1 - BS President Peter Hutchinson alongside NBS past President Gaile Clark who along with Peter Watts sold the raffle tickets. 2 - BS President Ken Whiting welcoming everyone 
to the Scotch Corner Event Dinner Dance. 3 - Past BS President Eric Peake making a last minute call to the Banana Republic.  4 - Donated raffle prizes. 5 - 9 Attendees at the 
Scotch Corner Event Dinner Dance. 10 - BS President Peter Hutchinson with Bader Alkhemeiri and Abdulla AlHosani from Sharjah (UAE).
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Photographs by Terry A Tuxford
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This article is based upon the lecture 

given by Harry Hockaday at the BS 

Scotch Corner Event in April 2018 

with a focus on keeping cocks showy and 

hens feminine.

From 1840 to present day the improvement 

of the exhibition budgerigar has been as a 

result of pairing visually best to best and 

after many years of selective breeding by 

stock men and women we have today’s 

exhibition budgie.

Most of the books and articles you read on 

breeding exhibition budgerigars will advocate 

the preferred pairing as being best to best. 

In other words, you pair your best cock to 

your best hen. There is no doubt that the 

exhibition budgerigar is the result of careful 

selection and the mating of birds showing 

the features needed to improve and produce 

the exhibition budgerigar.  However, today 

we have created a totally different bird 

to that in the wild, not dissimilar to the 

development of the pedigree dog. This 

progress was without doubt achieved by the 

pairing of best to best.

In my view, for the budgie breeder this 

Take the poultry in photographs to the left for example. The females are 

on the left and the males on the right.

If you apply budgerigar logic would these constitute a best to best 

pairing?

Below: This would hardly be a best to best pairing

has resulted in the loss of femininity in our 

hens. Our hens are more cock like in their 

appearance and this adds to the breeding 

issues that we encounter.

So for the future is best to best still 

the way to pair our birds or is there an 

alternative?. If you have a stud of birds and 

not just a collection then it is probably okay 

but not essential.

The question to ask is, do both birds in 

the pair have to display the visual features 

you want? Does the hen really have to look 

like him?

PAIRING COCKS  
TOGETHER

THE BUDGERIGAR SOCIETY  
SCOTCH CORNER EVENT – SPRING 2018

THE LECTURES – HARRY HOCKADAY

FEATURE

Harry Hockaday 
(left) with  
Ken Whiting
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Improving Maternal Instinct By Pairing  
Cock To Cock
For many birds in the wild nature has designed males and females to 

be noticeably different. This proves that a hen does not need to be 

visually displaying the features to enable her to reproduce them.

I accept that today’s exhibition budgerigar is not a creation of nature 

but the principals can still apply. I believe by ruthless selection of our 

cock birds we can use lesser hens, which I believe will improve their 

maternal instinct.

So is Harry going crazy I hear you say? Pairing Cock To Cock – what 

is the man raving about!

So how does it work?
For many of us and particularly the newer members of our hobby, 

selecting pairs is not easy. For a start there are many things to 

consider, such as directional feather, getting features balanced, getting 

a deep mask or eradicating a tight mask etc. The list is quite daunting. 

However, I find that by being ruthless with my cock selection and then 

pairing Cock To Cock it actually becomes easier.

I selected the two cocks above based on their visual attributes and then selected a hen (centre) 

that was related, in this instance to the Grey Green cock and she was paired to the Cinnamon 

Skyblue cock.

The magnificent bird on the left was bred from the drab brown bird on the right - best to best?

Here is an example
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Some more 2018 babies produced by pairing cock to cock

So did it work? Here is a selection of youngsters from that pairing.

Another Example of Pairing Cocks Together

The Cobalt Pied Cock was mated to a daughter (centre) of the Golden Face based on the attributes of the two cocks

Here is a selection of youngsters from that pairing.
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I have been in budgies almost 70 years 

and it goes back to the days of Mrs 

Moss when I became interested in all 

things new, particularly the evolution of new 

mutations. It is my belief that limiting new 

blood when the exporting of budgerigars 

from Australia ceased allowed various 

mutations to appear.

Where Shall We Begin…? (Picture 1)

Budgerigars first appeared in Europe in the 

1840’s in the Royal aviaries at Sandringham, 

England.

The image is an illustration taken from 

John Goulds “Birds of Australasia”, printed 

around the same period.

This illustration was in fact drawn by his 

wife, Edith Gould, who was the illustrator of 

his publications.

And Where From Here….? Forward 150 

Years… (Picture 2)

We produce an exhibition bird of the same 

colour which to the eye of the non-fancier 

would appear not to be the same species.

During the intervening years and especially 

after the founding of the Budgerigar 

Society in 1925, many of the established 

mutations which we all now recognise 

came about. However, we must remember 

that the evolvement of new colour forms 

and mutations has not come to an end. We 

must all have an eye to the future, and be 

aware of any strange colour difference which 

may appear in our aviaries. Without such 

observation the next great mutation for 

future breeders may be overlooked.

I am sure you are familiar with the majority 

of the recognised mutations we have at the 

present time so I do not intend to elaborate 

further on these but intend to spend the time 

we have sharing with you recent experience 

I have enjoyed with some new colour forms 

which you may find of interest.

These are:

• The Texas Clearbody

• The Easley Clearbody

• The Frosted Pied

• The Melanistic Spangle

The Texas Clearbody (Picture 3)

The Texas Clearbody was introduced by 

myself, with the assistance of Bob Travnicek 

(U.S.A), into the United Kingdom in 1989. 

It is a sex-linked variety, which is easily 

improved but has yet to be fully accepted 

in the more successful studs of the UK and 

Europe. Albeit, having been accepted by The 
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THE EVOLVEMENT  
OF NEW MUTATIONS

THE LECTURES – JEFF ATTWOOD

FEATURE

THE BUDGERIGAR SOCIETY  
SCOTCH CORNER EVENT – SPRING 2018

BS President Peter Hutchinson with Jeff Attwood



Budgerigar Society and now has a colour 

standard. (Pictures 4,5,6,7&9)

To recollect, the Texas Clearbody is a sex-

linked variety and there are no reasons why 

this mutation cannot be improved to the 

level already achieved by cinnamon, opaline 

and other sex-linked varieties if certain 

factors are borne in mind:-

1. The use of top quality normals or opalines 

will definitely give size, deportment and 

head quality to the Texas Clearbody.

2. The use of Ino must be incorporated 

occasionally to maintain the clarity and 

neutrality to the colour of flights. (Picture 8)

Remember the Texas Clearbody is dominant 

to the Ino and therefore, a good Ino hen is 

equally useful in producing well marked 

Texas Clearbodies of both sexes.

The Easley Clearbody

The mutation now known as the Dominant 

or Easley Clearbody was first described by 

its breeder, C F Easley. He said, “The body 

colour is changed from blue or green to 

white or yellow and the wing barring, flights 

and shaft feathers become jet black. Throat 

spots are black and the cheek patch is pale 

bluish or lavender.” This describes perhaps 

the idealised variety, and only double factor 

Easley Clearbodies approach this ideal. He 

goes on to say, “the clearness of the body and 

the darkness of the wing barrings depends 

on the strength of the factor in the individual 

bird”, indicating the variability in residual 

suffusion and the intensity of the black 

markings.

Ghalib Al-Nasser has described how 

Dominant Clearbodies came to Europe from 

the USA. Reinhard Molkentin imported two 

Dominant Clearbody cocks from California 

in 1990 and in 1992 Wilfried Kopp obtained 

some of their descendants from Herr 

Molkentin. Later, Dominant Clearbodies 

were imported to the UK when Gren and 

Pat Norris obtained an Opaline Cinnamon 

Grey Dominant Clearbody from Reinhard 

Molkentin in 2000 (who was by then in 

South Africa). Ghalib Al-Nasser imported a 

Grey Green Dominant Clearbody cock from 

Wilfried Kopp in Germany in 2001, adding 

two further cocks later.

It seems likely that all the Dominant 

Clearbodies in Europe, including the UK, are 

descended from the original two imported 

by Herr Molkentin from California in 1990. 

The double-factor Dominant Clearbody, with 

two Dominant Clearbody alleles, is believed 
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to have a clearer body and darker wing 

markings than the single-factor Dominant 

Clearbody. (Pictures 10,11,12)

The Frosted Pied

A further development of the Continental 

Clearflight, also known as the Dutch 

Dominant Pied, was introduced by myself 

from the United States in 2003. Let me show 

you the variety and progress so far.

The first introductions of just eight birds 

were rather small but being dominant I was 

optimistic that improvements could be made.

The initial intention was to establish the 

variety and increase the numbers which I 

achieved during 2004. After which I needed 

to look for improvements. 

Some of the early youngsters produced 

during the first breeding season (Pictures 

13,14,15). You will see that the degree of 

frosting does vary and that hens in the main 

are less frosted than cocks.

As I am sure you will agree the markings 

are quite striking but there is a distinct 

failing in head quality and overall size and 

this is where improvements had to be made. 

The time had now come to introduce a 

quality normal and this is one of the normal 

cocks that I used. Being the best of the 

Frosted Pied hens produced so far, this is the 

mate I selected for him (Pictures 16,17). 

The improvements were evident 

immediately. (Picture 18)

This is one of the first of the offspring and 

you will see an improvement in the width of 

the head and more depth in the chest and 

body. Let’s look at some more of the second 

generation… (Pictures 19,20,21)

It is still early days in the development of 

this variety but I am sure you will agree that 

the future looks very bright. It is necessary 

that this mutation is taken forward by 

some of the UK’s leading breeders who 

have the quality stock to still make further 

improvements.

Being a dominant variety I am sure, as did 

the spangle, they will catch the imagination 

of some of our breeders who welcome a 

challenge. (Picture 22)

Offspring of the most recent generation 

already show much promise. As the degree of 

frosting increases with adult plumage I await 

with much anticipation the final result.

Points to remember:

• The mutation is dominant.

• The degree of frosting varies in individual 

birds and tends to increase with age.

• Generally cocks carry more frosting than 

hens but, this does not appear to affect the 

end results of breeding.

• The mutation is easy to improve providing 

breeders are prepared to use the best of 

their existing dominant stock as outcrosses 

for this variety

Further Developments in the Spangle 

Mutation (Picture 23)

The spangle mutation first appeared in the 

U.K during the mid-1970’s in the aviaries of 

the late Alf Ormerod. I, together with many 

breeders at the time obtained my initial 

stock from him in 1980. Since that time we 

have seen a change in the appearance of the 

birds now being bred to those well marked 

spangles we were originally producing. In my 

opinion the problem came about due to the 

advice given by Alf to potential breeders of 

the variety that the ideal pairing was Spangle 

X Normal.

My own experience has shown that this 

has resulted in the loss of definition in the 

wing markings and depth of body colour in 

the offspring bred for several generations 

in this manner. From experimentation I 

discovered that by predominantly using a 

pairing of Single Factor Spangle X Single 

Factor Spangle not only does it retain good 

markings but will improve those of less well 

marked specimens.

In recent years, changes have come about 

and in my own aviaries I am now producing 

six different variations of this mutation, four 
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of which are quite clearly visually different. 

Conventional Spangles bred by pairing 

Single Factor X Single Factor produced 

birds with adequate markings. (Pictures 

24,25,26,27) 

A New Spangle Variation

In 1990 during my visit to Adelaide and 

hearing that a variation of the spangle was 

being produced in Brisbane, I visited Garry 

Heuval’s Aviaries and discovered that he and 

Keith and Carol Gough had begun to breed 

spangles of a type I had never seen previously.

Pictures 28,29, were taken by me at the 

time and consigned to my records. In due 

course, Carol informed me that this variation 

appeared to have no future and no further 

birds were produced.

Imagine my surprise during the 1998 

breeding season when on this occasion I 

paired a Spangle Dark Green to a Normal 

Light Green and from sixteen offspring the 

following appeared… (Picture 30)

What appeared as a normal grey green 

bearing a yellow tail appeared in the last 

round of youngsters. As the months passed 

the bird in question changed its appearance 

so dramatically I was amazed at the final 

result… (Picture 31)

A bird closely resembling if not identical 

to those seen in Brisbane some eight years 

previously had emerged. What to do next 

was the dilemma. (Picture 32)

I paired the bird to a normal dark green 

hen and was delighted when the first nest 

of three youngsters produced two which 

appeared like the father. (Pictures 33,34)

On becoming fully fledged it was quite 

clear that the youngsters resembled exactly 

the appearance of their father at that stage.  

One was a cock and the other a hen.

Further pairings of the variety to normals 

has shown that this variation breeds entirely 

true to type.  Approximately 50% New Type 

Spangle and 50% Normal.

Further experimentation has shown 

that pairing two of the new type 

spangles together, a Double Factor form 

appears visually different to the existing 

conventional Double Factor Spangle. 

The next question to arise concerns the 

naming of this new colour variation. From 

my experiences with other varieties of 

birdlife particularly pheasants and fowls 

with dark wing markings I decided to name 

this new variation: “THE MELANISTIC 

SPANGLE”

To recap so far:

• The first U.K Melanistic Spangle was the 

result of pairing a conventional Spangle X 

Normal.

• The Melanistic spangle breeds 100% true 

to type when paired to a Normal.

• The pairing of Melanistic X Melanistic 

produces 50% Single Factor Melanistic, 

25% Double Factor Melanistic (visually 

different from the conventional Double 

Factor Spangle) and 25% Normal.

The next objective… (Picture 35)

The next objective was to combine the 

Melanistic Factor with the conventional 

spangle. This pairing was to produce yet 

another surprise… (Picture 36) 

Yet another colour variation similar to a 

Melanistic but this time appearing in its 

finished form in the nest, furthermore, in the 

majority of cases, unlike the Melanistic, the 

new form shows the conventional spangle 

spots, as you will see in pictures 37,38,39.

As you can see the wing markings are 

very well defined and the body colour solid 

throughout.  You will also note the spot 

formation.

Yet another dilemma, do we look for 

another name? It is necessary to keep clear 

and accurate records and therefore, some 

form of recognition would be essential.  Up 

to the present time I had decided to use the 

term “Mutant One” as the recognition factor 

for this variation. You will also see from 

the following photograph that the colour 
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Key Principles

For selecting breeding pairs a premise 

is set that is founded upon the following 

conditions:

• Every bird has a fault

• Every bird has a desirable feature

• Spot the fault in one bird and find another 

to correct it either visually or in the 

pedigree

• Stick to no more than 3 aims per season

• Think strategically and try to aim at least 2 

seasons ahead

Here are some of our pairing from the 2018 

breeding season, the reasons behind the 

selection of partners and an example of the 

results.

Box 5

At the 2018 Budgerigar Society Scotch Corner Spring Event, Richard and Michael Miller were key note speakers. 
Their presentation was really well received and was a no-holds barred account of the way in which they manage 
their extensive and successful stud of World-class budgerigars in a professional manner. Speaking individually, 
this son and father partnership went into fine detail of their practices and procedures and their views on how to 
maintain success at the top in this highly competitive hobby. Clearly, a key essential of success is the ability to 
breed great budgerigars. This is an extract from the presentation delivered by Richard Miller.

The reasons

This was one of my favourite pairings. Both 

birds have depth of mask. The cock is as far 

as we want to go for length and coarseness of 

feather, so he is matched to a stylish tighter 

feathered hen. The hen has great length of 

body which complements the structure of the 

cock. The cock has wider feather than the 

hen. This is evident in the spots in which the 

hen lacks.

The Result

Box 13

Opaline Cinnamon Cobalt hen x Skyblue cock

The Reasons

In this pairing the cock needs improvement 

in his spot, depth of mask and length of 

feather, while the hen is flecked and needs 

greater length of body above the perch. From 

this pair the features that we are looking to 

double up on is backskull and width across 

the shoulder.Grey Green hen x Grey cock Grey Green Baby
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Young Cobalt from Box 13 Grey cock x Yellowface Cinnamon Grey hen

Box 45

The Reasons

For this pair the cock bird needs to improve 

in size, depth of mask and length of 

feather, while the hen would benefit from 

improvement to her spots and downward 

directional feather. The feature that we are 

seeking to double up on in this pair is the 

tucked in beak.

The Result Box 20

The Result

Grey Green hen x Grey cock

Young Grey 
Green baby 
from Box 45

Grey Cock Young Bird from 
Box 20

The Reasons

The cock bird in this pair needs to improve 

on depth and width of mask as well as length 

of feather. As for the hen, she needs help to 

improve blow on the top of the head, removal 

of flecking and better body length. The 

feature that we are attempting to double up 

that both birds excel is a tucked in beak.

The Result
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The Reason

In Box 35, the hen needs the cock’s back 

skull and blow. The cock needs the hen’s 

directional feather over the brow. I’m happy 

with the depth of mask in both birds and 

the hen is potentially wider in this feature 

so she should dominate over the cock in this 

regard. The cock is beautifully clean in the 

head which should compensate for the hen’s 

slight ticking.

The Result

Box 14

The Reason

From the photograph it is evident that the 

cock needs to improve in spot size and would 

benefit from denser feather in the cap. As 

for the hen, she needs better length of body, 

coarser feathering, the removal of flecking 

and greater depth of mask. These are both 

very swanky and stylish birds and that is 

what we are aiming to double up on:

The Reason

This is purely a visual pair. The hen has great 

width of shoulder and super spot size. The 

cock obviously needs both of those features 

but is otherwise a very special bird.

The Result

Box 35

Baby Grey Green 
from Box 35

Opaline Cinnamon Light Green hen x Light Green cock

Box 26

Grey cock x Grey Green hen

Baby Grey Green from Box 26

Editors final comment.

I thank Richard and Michael for sharing the 

logic and thought processes for their pair 

selection. As we can clearly see the method 

works with some spectacular results. This 

is aided by a stud that has quality in depth 

and the owner’s intimate knowledge of 

the background of their birds. This helps 

to remove the speculation from the pair 

selection and improve on the prediction of 

the results. I believe this is a key point that 

we should all note.

Cinnamon Light Green 
Baby from Box 14

The Result
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